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This work advances three hypotheses: (i) that derivation should proceed top–down (TD)
rather than bottom–up; (ii) that the memory buffer (MB) employed by Chesi (2007, 2015)
should be modified so that some but not all displaced elements enter MB; and (iii) that a
variety of functional heads bear a feature which directs syntactic traffic (displaced elements)
either through the syntactic structure or into MB to reach their points of selection. These
modifications offer a common explanation for a variety of syntactic phenomena including
short movement in expletive sentences (ES), T–to–C movement in WHQs, and the Comp–
trace Effect (C–tE). Phillips (1996, 1997, 2003), N. Richards (1999), Chesi (2007, 2015),
and Lewis & Phillips (2015) have offered compelling reasons for a TD approach. Further
reasons for assuming the TD approach offered here are that (i) movement (downward
copying) has a clear motivation, the need to interpret displaced elements, a virtual necessity,
and (ii) the grammatical phenomena noted above may have a unified explanation.
The MB proposed by Chesi is a first-in-last-out storage device. All displaced “unexpected”
elements enter MB and exit at their points of selection within the clause, or are passed on to
the MB of the next clause. MB must be empty at the termination of each clause.
A problem for this view of MB arises in connection with expletive sentences (ES), as in (1).
(1)

a. There was someone arrested (*someone)
b. There was someone being (*someone) arrested (*someone)
c. There has (*someone) been someone arrested (*someone)

Displaced elements are supposed to appear in projected positions of syntactic selection (e.g.
wh phrases in clause-initial position satisfying a clause-initial projected feature +wh), but it is
unclear where/how the feature allowing someone should be projected, especially given its
vacillating position in (1).
The various positioning possibilities of the associate DP in ES suggests that DPs which are
‘potential’ surface subjects are directed through the syntax (Richards 1999), whereas DPs
which are not ‘potential’ surface subjects are directed into MB. I propose that there are
syntactic traffic signals directing these elements. Each functional verbal head in English ES
bears a [D] feature which tells it how to treat the DP appearing in its (metaphoric) SPEC in
regard to downward copying or entry into MB. ‘Unified’ D ([DUNI]) on a head H requires the
DP in SPEC to be immediately copied downward. ‘Split’ D ([DSPL]) requires (subject to
certain limitations) that a DP other than the one in SPEC be merged immediately below H.
[DSPL] only diverts ‘referent-seeking’ elements (there and interrogative wh phrases).
Assuming a Merge–Right Branch–Right approach, the structure for the sentences in (1) are
those in (2).
(2)

a. [CDecl [there [T/was [someone [√arrest+vunacc]]]]]
[DSPL]
[IA: someone]
b. [CDecl [there [T/was [someone [ being [someone [√arrest+vunacc]]]]]
[DSPL]
[DSPL]
[IA: someone]
c. [CDecl [there [T/has [there [ been [someone [√arrest+vunacc]]]]]
[DUNI]
[DSPL]
[IA: someone]

There can only be merged in a Case–marking, non–Theta–marking position (SPEC–T).
When there is replaced with an argument due to [DSPL], it may simply die off, since it does
not seek theta–marking. Once a true argument has entered the ‘D train’ (SPEC–T to SPEC–
v), as in (2b), it cannot be derailed by [DSPL]. Replacing it with a different argument would
leave the first argument without theta–marking.
D features also appear to be active in WHQs. A wh phrase can only be merged in SPEC–
CWH or in a theta–marking position. If affirmative root CWH containing a phonetic form bears
[DSPL] and CWH with no phonetic form bears [DUNI], then T–to–C in object v subject WHQs
is explained (3). (Adger’s (2003) PTR predicts ‘did’ in (3a) but ‘saw’ in (3b).)
&
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(3)
a. [What [CWH/TPast [Mary [TPast [vP Mary [√see+Voicev]]]]]
[DSPL]
[DUNI]
[EA: Mary] [IA: what]
‘What did Mary see?’
b. [Who [CWH [who [TPast [vP who [√see+Voicev Mary]]]]]
[DUNi]
[DUNI]
[EA: who] [IA: Mary]
‘Who saw Mary?’
In (3a), ‘overt’ CWH bearing [DSPL] blocks what from immediate downward copying. But
unlike there, what requires a theta role, so it is diverted to MB, and emerges to satisfy the
internal argument of ‘√see’. In (3b), ‘plain’ CWH bearing [DUNI] requires that who be copied
downward onto the D train toward interpretation as the external argument of Voicev.
The Comp–trace Effect (C–tE) has a similar explanation. If an element in MB cannot exit in
a higher clause, it exits to SPEC–C of the next lower clause. Thus the situation in C–tE
constructions is like that in WHQs; an overt C has a wh phrase in SPEC. If this overt C bears
[DSPL], and if English always requires SPEC–T to be filled, this results in the C-tE (4).
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(4) (Who do you think) [who [thatCDecl [ Mary [TPast [Mary [√see+Voicev]]]]]
[DSPL]
[DUNI]
[EA: Mary] [IA: who]
Such a wh phrase may become a ‘subject’ if there is merged in SPEC–T as in (5).
(5) (Who do you think)...
(&
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[who [thatCDecl [ there [was/TPast [who [√sing+Voicev]]]]] (in the hallway)
[DSPL]
[DSPL]
[EA: who]
That the [D] parameter is initially unset/open is suggested by the fact that both children and
ESL learners show the root WHQ forms in (6).
(6)

a. Who CWH [TP she can see _ ]?
b. Who CWH [TP _ can see her]?

A [D] feature on a head H is set as [DSPL] if there is consistent evidence of a different element
to the one in SPEC appearing below H, and is set as [DUNI] if there is a consistent absence of
a different element. A [D] feature on H is left ‘unset’ if there is no such consistent evidence.
Thus, embedded WHQs as in (7) show no consistent evidence, and [D] on embedded
CWH is left ‘unset’.
(7) I wonder...

a. who CWH Mary likes _
b. who CWH _ likes Mary

